Case Study

THE
ECONOMIST
The Economist collaborates with ABC to provide
more transparency into audited circulation figures

The Economist is a leading source of analysis on international
business and world affairs, and serves a globally curious readership
around the world. With a reverence for facts, it writes with a
uniquely consistent style that gives depth on the issues that matter,
and breadth by covering those issues that shouldn’t be ignored.
This ‘reverence for facts’ extends to all areas of the business
including circulation reporting, where The Economist has been
providing ABC audited data to agencies and advertisers since 1949.
In 2016, the partnership developed still further when The Economist,
keen to demonstrate its global reach using audited data, worked with
ABC to develop the very first Worldwide Brand Report.

trust in media

ABC data provides a granularity that can’t be found elsewhere, enabling us to demonstrate our full
global reach to engaged audiences. - Marina Haydn, EVP and Managing Director, Circulation.
Case Study
The Challenge
Since launching its digital editions and apps,
The Economist has created a customer-centric
strategy by allowing readers to choose their
preferred subscription format. As a result, the
majority have chosen to purchase both the print
and digital subscriptions together at a premium
price. This highly engaged audience is attractive
to advertisers who want to position their brand
message within The Economist’s trusted editorial
environment.
However, with six print certificates reporting
combined print and digital figures across six
regions, the previous reporting methodology
was not reflecting The Economist’s position as a
multi-platform publisher, or bringing clarity to the
overall number of digital copies being sold.
Marina Haydn, EVP and Managing Director,
Circulation, explains, “We wanted to be more
transparent to clients and felt that ABC
reporting could be simplified to more clearly
represent our true digital market share. This is
especially important for advertisers who want to
set up holistic programs across our platforms.”

When asked why it was important that a reporting
solution be found, Haydn explains, “ABC data
provides a granularity that can’t be found
elsewhere, enabling us to demonstrate our full
global reach to engaged audiences. It’s a trusted
standard for measurement in the industry and an
essential part of the mix when we work with
clients. For example we can show audited actively
purchased figures, a metric used to demonstrate
engagement and profitability.”

Marina Haydn

“ABC worked with us to get under the hood of our
business model and come up with a solution that not
only works for us, but that we hope will become a
standard-bearer in the industry.”

The Solution
After agreeing what The Economist needed, ABC facilitated
discussions with the industry to gain consensus on updated
reporting methodology.

The Economist approached ABC to discuss how
its reporting procedures could be enhanced,
whilst ensuring the market would understand any
changes in how data was presented.

The solution was to consolidate The Economist’s six print certificates
into two: a print certificate and a digital publications certificate. Each
clearly shows worldwide data and facts for each platform. Further
clarity has been delivered through the presentation of audited
circulation breakouts by country within each certificate.

Haydn said, “Innovation in our business models
and practices is a hallmark of our business, and
we were happy to work with ABC on developing
this new methodology so that we could put the
best solution in place.”

The latest Worldwide Brand Report supports this by combining ABC
data for The Economist’s multiple platforms in one certificate. Under
the new reporting methodology, The Economist’s combined average
global circulation for July – Dec 2018 is 1,657,795.

Outcomes
The new reporting has enabled The Economist to
articulate greater engagement with its products,
particularly for digital editions which had previously
been understated.
The improved layout draws attention to other key
metrics on the certificate, such as the 100%
actively purchased rate. This reflects The
Economist’s continued strategy of focusing on high
value circulation with a highly engaged audience.
Finally, the new certificate structure sets The
Economist up for expansion into the future, with the
digital certificate already including ABC
measurement of the newly launched Economist app.
“ABC worked with us to get under the hood of our
business model and come up with a solution that not
only works for us, but that we hope will become a
standard-bearer in the industry,” said Haydn. “We’ll
continue to work with ABC to audit new products
where appropriate, as part of our ongoing
commitment to transparency.”
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